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 	          [image: LOS ANGELES, CALIF. - SEP. 13, 2017. The Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum is framed by a plexiglass.]  
    As Paris Olympics near, Los Angeles officials worry about preparations for 2028  
 
Los Angeles officials are trying to figure out how to pay more than $1 billion to run buses that will probably disappear after the Games. 


 
	          [image: Photo illustration of a deflated gold balloon with Donald Trump's face on it]  
    I spent 24 hours on Trump’s Truth Social so you don’t have to. No wonder it’s tanking  
 
You’ve likely heard of former President Donald Trump’s mouthpiece and social media platform, Truth Social. But do you know what it’s really like? I’ll tell you.


 

      
                  [image: An illustration of Andy Cohen]  
  
 For Subscribers
   Andy Cohen turned Bravo into a cable powerhouse. Now the ‘king of reality TV’ faces his own drama  
 
    
 
  

      Trending 
   
	         [image: Screen shot from L.A. Times produced video – A 15-year-old girl who was abducted by her father was shot and killed by a San Bernardino County Sheriff's deputy as she followed their instructions, according to new footage released to the public.]  
   Teen, reported kidnapped, was killed by deputies as she followed instructions, video shows 
 



	         [image: SUSANVILLE, CA - JUNE 08: California Correctional Center, is a minimum-security state prison, in Northern California on Tuesday, June 8, 2021 in Susanville, CA. The town of Susanville and how they are dealing with the closure of the California Correctional Center, a state prison, that has become their economic lifeline. (Gary Coronado / Los Angeles Times)]  
    Newsom has approved three California prison closures but resists pressure to shutter more  
 



	         [image: Anaheim, CA - March 11: Visitors wait in lines inside their idling cars at the end of the ride at Autopia in Tomorrowland at Disneyland. Environmental activists Zan Dubin and Paul Scott, not shown, recently filed a complaint about air pollution and noxious smells from Autopia with Southern California air quality regulators at Disneyland in Anaheim Monday, March 11, 2024. They want Disneyland to convert Autopia to electric vehicles, and to find other ways -in Tomorrowland and across the park - to bring clean energy into its storytelling. (Allen J. Schaben / Los Angeles Times)]  
    Column: Disneyland is ditching gas cars at Autopia. It’s a great first step for Tomorrowland  
 





    
 	          [image: In this image taken from a video footage run by TVBS, a partially collapsed building is seen in Hualien, eastern Taiwan on Wednesday, April 3, 2024. A powerful earthquake rocked the entire island of Taiwan early Wednesday, collapsing buildings in a southern city and creating a tsunami that washed ashore on southern Japanese islands. (TVBS via AP)]  
    Strongest earthquake in 25 years rocks Taiwan, killing 9 people and trapping 70 workers in quarries  
 
Taiwan is regularly jolted by quakes and its population is among the best prepared for them, but authorities said they had expected a mild earthquake and did not send out alerts.


 
	          [image: Los Angeles, CA - September 01: L.A. billionaire Don Hankey is photographed at the headquarters of his Hankey Group, Westlake Financial Services office in Mid Wilshire, Los Angeles, Wednesday, Sept. 1, 2021. Hankey made billions on subprime loans but now also finances some of the most exotic homes in Los Angeles, including The One, said to be the largest home in the U.S. - which the developer, Nile Niami, once said he would put on sale for $500 million. Don lent nearly $90 million to get it built and is now in a dispute with the developer who decided he wanted to use it as an event space and not sell it. (Allen J. Schaben / Los Angeles Times)]  
    Who is Don Hankey, the L.A. billionaire who financed Donald Trump’s appeal bond?  
 
L.A. billionaire Don Hankey made a fortune in subprime auto loans and hard-money lending before coming to the rescue of Donald Trump and financing his appeal bond in the former president’s New York civil fraud case. 


 

         Californians Are Reading 
   
	         [image: Partial solar eclipse April 8]  
    How to watch the solar eclipse from California — and avoid heartbreak if chasing ‘totality’  
 



	         [image: WESTWOOD, CA- MARCH 21: Darlene Luna Barahona, a fourth-year student, said she always used this pod at the John Wooden Center as a place to rest before class or for traffic to settle after class because of her commute from Santa Clarita. Two UCLA BruinHubs - this one on a former squash court at the John Wooden Center and another at the Strathmore Building - are currently open and in-use as UCLA re-purposes unused spaces. Photographed at UCLA in Westwood, CA on Thursday, March 21, 2024. (Myung J. Chun / Los Angeles Times)]  
    Exhausted, hungry and sleep-deprived: UCLA student super-commuters search for relief  
 



	         [image: LOS ANGELES, CA - APRIL 23, 2020: Construction is underway at 2900 Wilshire Blvd., a $300 million high-rise apartment complex in Koreatown on April 23, 2020, in Los Angeles, California. ({Dania Maxwell} / {Los Angeles Times})]  
    California is building fewer homes. The state could get even more expensive  
 





        
 	          [image: Office of Inspector General investigators reported seeing a Regulators deputy gang sticker in the Lynwood jail parking garage.]  
    Ex-deputy says he was fired after refusing to affiliate with alleged deputy gang  
 
A former Los Angeles County sheriff’s deputy has sued the county, alleging he was retaliated against and wrongly fired.


 
	          [image: The trash-strewn home of Raymond Daon in the 600 block of North Martel Avenue in Fairfax district of Los Angeles, photographed on April 2, 2024. Neighbors have complained for years about the property, and the city has launched a code enforcement investigation. (Matt Hamilton / Los Angeles Times)]  
    A trash-covered home in L.A. draws outrage, worry and a ‘Hoarders’ producer  
 
Residents in L.A.’s Fairfax District have long complained to L.A. city officials of overgrown vegetation, mounds of trash and junk.


 
	          [image: Los Angeles, CA - January 13: Disney CEO Bob Iger, arrives at the AFI Awards at Four Seasons hotel, in Los Angeles, CA, Friday, Jan. 13, 2023. The entertainment industry's biggest names mingle, on the awards season's road toward the Oscars. (Jay L. Clendenin / Los Angeles Times)]  
    Disney’s biggest shareholder fight in 20 years will shape the company’s future  
 
Disney’s shareholder vote has become a contentious referendum on CEO Bob Iger, who has struggled to tame problems that prompted his return in late 2022. 
9 things to know about the great Disney-Nelson Peltz proxy fight
The man battling Disney’s Bob Iger



 
	          [image: Big Sur - Rocky Creek Bridge Collapse]  
    Big Sur to be cut off again as damaged Highway 1 threatened by rain  
 
Communities and businesses stuck between two landslides on Highway 1 in Big Sur will again be cut off for at least two days, as officials temporarily halt the convoys Thursday and Friday for weather. 


 
	          [image: JERUSALEM, ISRAEL -- APRIL 2, 2024: Protesters holding flags, banners and lit candles march through central Jerusalem, Israel, Tuesday, April 2, 2024. Thousands of demonstrators surged through Jerusalem demanding that the government reach a cease-fire deal to free the remaining hostages held in Gaza by Hamas militants, hold early national elections and argued in favor for all draft-aged religious ultra orthodox to join the military. (MARCUS YAM / LOS ANGELES TIMES)]  
    News Analysis: Israel’s Netanyahu is a political survivor. Might the war in Gaza finally be his undoing?  
 
Benjamin Netanyahu is the king of political survival. But this time the opposition is coming from numerous, diverse segments of Israeli society and from abroad.


 
	          [image: Tourists visit the Angkor Wat temple in Siem Reap, Cambodia, Wednesday, Nov. 15, 2023. It's believed Cambodia's main tourist destination, Angkor Wat, was built between the 9th and 15th centuries. (AP Photo/Heng Sinith)]  
 For Subscribers
   Inside Cambodia’s quest to reclaim its looted treasures from California museums  
 
Thousands of precious antiquities disappeared from Cambodia during decades of war and strife. Now the country is taking on California museums to get them back. 


 

  

 
            Opinion    
   
 	         [image: Students make their way through the Sather Gate near Sproul Plaza on the University of California, Berkeley, campus Tuesday, March 29, 2022, in Berkeley, Calif. (AP Photo/Eric Risberg)]  
    Abcarian: I wanted to hate what UC Berkeley parents are doing in the name of safety, but I can’t  
 



	          Editorial: Criminal justice reform is alive. Thank conservatives  
 
     
  

	          Opinion: Latinos are getting out of the ‘other’ box on the U.S. census   
 
     
  

	          Editorial: Kill barred owls so spotted owls can live? Wildlife service should put plan on hold  
 
     
  

	          Editorial: California snow survey makes it official — we’re all wet  
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       Read today’s eNewspaper  
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       Try today’s Crossword  
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        De Los    
   
  	          [image: People with a hand over them that's holding a magnifying glass.]  
   The Census is changing its categories on race and ethnicity. Here’s what that means for Latinos  
 


 
	              [image: Shakia, Carin Leon and Peso Pluma]  
    Latinx Files: What Shakira’s ‘Las Mujeres Ya No Lloran’ says about Latin music.  
 


             [image: Los Poetas de Los Angeles.]  
    The best places to hear Latinx poets in Los Angeles  
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        Guides  
   
 	         [image: LaKretz bridge.]  
    9 breezy walks to explore L.A.’s most beautiful, ornate bridges  
 



	         [image: Monthly recap photos]  
 For Subscribers
   The best places to eat and drink in L.A. this month, according to our food writers  
 



	         [image: Los Angeles, CA - March 21: Camly Nguyen smiles in between sipping Jeremie Hutchet Pet Nat alongside Jenevieve Heo at Red Room on Thursday, March 21, 2024 in Los Angeles, CA. (Michael Blackshire / Los Angeles Times)]  
 For Subscribers
   Where to eat, drink and party late-night in Koreatown  
 





         Latest California  
   
 	         [image: FILE - A person rests under an umbrella as the sun sets, Sept. 12, 2023, in Newport Beach, Calif. After a summer of record-smashing heat, warming somehow got even worse in September as Earth set a new mark for how far above normal temperatures were, the European climate agency reported Thursday, Oct. 5. (AP Photo/Ryan Sun, File)]  
    Want the right to ignore your boss’ calls after hours? A bill could make that happen  
 



	         [image: Department of Natural Resources gun safety program including an air gun shooting range at the State Fair. -- Part of the trigger lock display for revolvers and semi-automatics. This is a trigger lock for a semi-automatic.(Photo By JOEY MCLEISTER/Star Tribune via Getty Images)]  
    L.A. County offers free gun locks in an effort to decrease firearm violence   
 



	         [image: Reporters watch a video screen displaying Los Angeles Dodgers' Shohei Ohtani, right, and interpreter Will Ireton during a news conference at Dodger Stadium in Los Angeles, Monday, March 25, 2024. (AP Photo/Jae C. Hong)]  
    Japanese treat Shohei Ohtani gambling scandal like ‘presidential election.’ Media take his side  
 





      Subscribers are Reading 
   
	          California 
 For Subscribers
   Swifty Blue raps about L.A. gang life — and finds himself dodging real-life violence  
 
     
  

	          Entertainment & Arts 
 For Subscribers
   L.A.’s Mark Taper Forum will reopen, but does Center Theatre Group have a sustainable path forward?  
 
     
  

	          Science & Medicine 
 For Subscribers
   She died after liposuction by a pediatrician. Doctors warn of cosmetic surgery’s ‘Wild West’  
 
     
  

	          Climate & Environment 
 For Subscribers
   Global wine glut compounds headaches for struggling California vineyards  
 
     
  

	          California 
    Starbucks, Chipotle, McDonald’s: Who’s raising prices as California fast-food law starts today  
 
     
  



 Newsletter
  Start your day right
  
  Sign up for Essential California for news, features and recommendations from the L.A. Times and beyond in your inbox six days a week. 
    Enter email address
  
 Sign Me Up  

   You may occasionally receive promotional content from the Los Angeles Times.
   
  

               California Living 
   
	         [image: Los Angeles, CA - March 12: Thomas Zamora, left, and Raul Rojas, right, pose for a portrait together in the yard they have been working on the landscape for their 1923 Highland Park bungalow for 10 years on Tuesday, March 12, 2024 in Los Angeles, CA. The yard was once dirt and scraggly trees and has since been transformed into an oasis of native plants, winding paths, seating areas and a vegetable garden. (Dania Maxwell / Los Angeles Times)]  
    They transformed a sad, junk-filled yard into a DIY native plant wonderland  
 



	         [image: LaKretz bridge.]  
    9 breezy walks to explore L.A.’s most beautiful, ornate bridges  
 



	         [image: Claremont, CA - March 12: Susan Spradley assembles a bouquet made from flowers that grow in the area and are sustainable in a vase at the California Botanic Garden on Tuesday, March 12, 2024 in Claremont, CA. (Dania Maxwell / Los Angeles Times)]  
    15 best native plants to grow in your yard if you also want fragrant bouquets  
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         [image: ]  
 For Subscribers
   This must be downtown L.A.  
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 For Subscribers
   This must be the Arts District  
 



         [image: Mid City title typography]  
 For Subscribers
   This must be Mid-City  
 



         [image: Elysian Valley title typography]  
 For Subscribers
   This must be Elysian Valley (a.k.a. Frogtown)  
 



         [image: Culver City title]  
 For Subscribers
   This must be Culver City  
 



         [image: This must be Silver Lake]  
 For Subscribers
   This must be Silver Lake  
 



         [image: This must be Manhattan Beach]  
 For Subscribers
   This must be Manhattan Beach  
 



         [image: This must be Monterey Park]  
 For Subscribers
   This must be Monterey Park  
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 For Subscribers
   This must be Los Feliz  
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    Don’t Miss 
   
	         [image: Partial solar eclipse April 8]  
    How to watch the solar eclipse from California — and avoid heartbreak if chasing ‘totality’  
 



	         [image: Reporters watch a video screen displaying Los Angeles Dodgers' Shohei Ohtani, right, and interpreter Will Ireton during a news conference at Dodger Stadium in Los Angeles, Monday, March 25, 2024. (AP Photo/Jae C. Hong)]  
    Japanese treat Shohei Ohtani gambling scandal like ‘presidential election.’ Media take his side  
 



	         [image: SAN CLEMENTE, CALIFORNIA - APRIL 01: People walk on a pier beneath the contrail from a SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket carrying a payload of 22 Starlink internet satellites into space after launching from Vandenberg Space Force Base on April 1, 2024 in San Clemente, California. The launch was visible across much of Southern California. (Photo by Mario Tama/Getty Images)]  
    Rockets? Meteors? UFOs? Here’s what really caused Tuesday morning’s sky show  
 





  
  

       
     Columnists
          
  	            [image: Lorraine Ali]  
      Lorraine Ali   
     The Baltimore bridge collapse reminds us immigrants often do unheralded and dangerous work  
 
 
  


  
        
  	            [image: George Skelton]  
      George Skelton   
     Column: Primary election no-shows in California are a warning to Biden  
 
 
  


  
        
  	            [image: Robin Abcarian]  
      Robin Abcarian   
     Abcarian: Who has the moral authority to speak about Israel’s excesses? Certainly not Donald Trump.  
 
 
  


  
  

              More News 
   
            [image: (San Juan) – At Mission San Juan Capistrano, workers tent the North wing, and it's bell tower for fumigation against both drywood and subterranean termites. PHOTOGRAPHED TUESDAY DECEMBER 27, 2005. (Photo by Don Kelsen/Los Angeles Times via Getty Images)]  
   Thanks to termite tents, California is top U.S. emitter of a planet-warming pesticide  
 
Despite its environmental reputation, California emits more of a climate-warming pesticide than all other states combined, mostly from termite fumigation. 


 

                     [image: Brian Dorsey, who faces execution on April 9, at the Potosi Correctional Center in Mineral Point, Missouri, in 2022.]  
    He faces execution. His lawyers may have earned less than $4 an hour  
 


    
                 [image: LOS ANGELES-CA-SEPTEMBER 19, 2023: California Charter Schools Association President and CEO Myrna Castrejon, center, join parents, educators and supporters for a rally outside of Los Angeles Unified School District Headquarters in downtown Los Angeles on Tuesday, September 19, 2023. The rally takes place during a meeting of the Board of Education, where a resolution put forward by Los Angeles Unified School District Board President Jackie Goldberg and Member Rocio Rivas, will be discussed, which could make more than 200 district campuses ineligible to share space with charter public schools, a practice employed by the LAUSD commonly known as co-location. (Christina House / Los Angeles Times)]  
    LAUSD banned charter schools from many of its campuses. Now charters will fight it in court  
 


    
                 [image: Los Angeles, CA - March 29: A view of McDonald's, on Crenshaw Blvd. in south Los Angeles Friday, March 29, 2024. (Allen J. Schaben / Los Angeles Times)]  
    Fast-food wage hike puts Democrats on defense as Californians worry about cost of living  
 


    
           
                     Want the right to ignore your boss’ calls after hours? A bill could make that happen  
 


   
           Historic Sportsmen’s Lodge hotel may be demolished for 520-unit apartment complex  
 


   
          Teen, reported kidnapped, was killed by deputies as she followed instructions, video shows 
 


   
           Laguna Beach High School investigates ‘inappropriate’ AI-generated images of students  
 


   
   
   

  
             Latest Stories    
   
 	    Saved from oblivion, these are the movies worth seeing at UCLA’s Festival of Preservation  
 



	    Tuesday’s high school baseball and softball scores  
 



	    California’s snowpack is healthy, but our water system needs some help  
 



	    The week’s bestselling books, April 7  
 



	    Bob Baffert could end up in Kentucky Derby if new lawsuit is successful   
 





     Join the Conversation 
   
	          Disney’s biggest shareholder fight in 20 years will shape the company’s future  
 
     
  

	          California is building fewer homes. The state could get even more expensive  
 
     
  

	          Trump could gut abortion access in California if elected. Here’s how  
 
     
  

	          Column: Disneyland is ditching gas cars at Autopia. It’s a great first step for Tomorrowland  
 
     
  



  
  

              Editors’ Pick 
   
           [image: LODI, CA - MARCH 25, 2024: Lodi winegrape Commissioner Stuart Spencer walks past rows of unpicked shriveled grapes left on a vineyard on March 25, 2024 in Lodi, California. "What's aggravating is that we have grapes that didn't get picked or sold while the biggest wineries in the state are bringing in cheap bulk wine from overseas," said Spencer.(Gina Ferazzi / Los Angeles Times)]  
For Subscribers
   Global wine glut compounds headaches for struggling California vineyards  
 
Struggling California vineyards are having to compete with bargain-basement wine prices from overseas growers, due to global oversupply.
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               Food 
   
	         [image: A snapshot of Coachella Valley Music and Arts Festival.]  
    2024 Coachella food lineup is stacked with heavy hitters from L.A.’s dining scene  
 



	         [image: Monthly recap photos]  
 For Subscribers
   The best places to eat and drink in L.A. this month, according to our food writers  
 



	         [image: KBBQ]  
    The ultimate guide to eating and drinking in Koreatown  
 





  
            101 Best Restaurants    
   
 	         [image: LOS ANGELES , CA - OCTOBER 10: Butternut Squash Tortelloni from Osteria Mozza on Monday, Oct. 10, 2022 in Los Angeles , CA. (Shelby Moore / For The Times)]  
    23 newcomers to the 101 Best Restaurants in L.A. guide  
 





  
  

               Climate California 
   
         [image: (Left to right) Gov. Gavin Newsom watches Angelique Fabbiani-Leon, State Hydrometeorologist, Water Resources Engineers Anthony Burdock and Andy Reising during the fourth media snow survey of the 2024 seasonis held at Phillips Station in the Sierra Nevada.The survey is held approximately90 miles east of Sacramento off Highway 50 in El Dorado County.Photo taken April 2, 2024. (Andrew Nixon / California Department of Water Resources)]  
   Amid above-average snowpack, Newsom urges focus on state water resilience and adaptation  
 
California Gov. Gavin Newsom has released new a plan outlining state goals for improving water management and adapting to climate change.




         [image: A visualization of 20 years of Sierra snowpacks]  
    How the last 20 years of Sierra snowpack stack up, in one graphic  
 



         [image: Lone Pine, CA - February 13: A lone cottonwood near the shoreline of a revived Owens Lake more than a century after its inflows were diverted into the Los Angeles Aqueduct on Tuesday, Feb. 13, 2024 in Lone Pine, CA. (Brian van der Brug / Los Angeles Times)]  
    California storms deliver above-average snowpack, replenish reservoirs  
 



         [image: HALF MOON BAY, CALIFORNIA - MARCH 21: Captain William "Smitty" Smith stands for a portrait at Pillar Point Harbor in Half Moon Bay. This year's salmon fishing season, which typically starts in May, is likely to be severely restricted - or possibly canceled for a second straight year. (Loren Elliott / For The Times)]  
    Salmon populations are struggling, bringing economic woes for California’s fishing fleet  
 



         [image: LONG BEACH, CALIF. - NOV. 18, 2021. Trucks idle in a long line as drivers wait to enter a shipping terminal in the Port of Long Beach on Thursday, Nov. 18, 2021. (Luis Sinco / Los Angeles Times)]  
    EPA issues new clean air rules for heavy-duty trucks. California’s rules are tougher  
 






  
  

               Entertainment & Arts 
   
         [image: S.J. Rozan, John Shen Yen Nee, Nova Jacobs and Sarah Langan]  
   3 best mystery books to read this spring  
 
Explore the mysteries of fictional and real worlds with four Los Angeles writers who pay homage to giants of the genre while creating stories that are irresistible in their own right.




         [image: American comedian Joe Flaherty performs onstage]  
    Joe Flaherty will always remain dear to comedy fans, thanks to ‘SCTV’ and ‘Freaks and Geeks’  
 



         [image: Bruce Springsteen, raising a guitar while playing it, performs onstage with the E Street Band ]  
    Playing hooky for Bruce Springsteen? The Boss signs a kid’s absence note at S.F. show  
 



         [image: Misa Hylton Brim poses at an event against a black backdrop]  
    Sean ‘Diddy’ Combs’ ex says feds ‘terrorized’ her sons, posts dramatic video of L.A. raid  
 



         [image: Chris Cross of Ultravox performs on stage at O2 Academy on August 25, 2010 in Sheffield, England.]  
    Chris Cross, Ultravox bassist and “Vienna” co-writer,  dies at 71  
 






      Sports 
   
         [image: Dodgers pitcher Alex Vesia shouts as the Giants' Austin Slater flies out to in the sixth inning at Dodger Stadium ]  
   Dodgers use bullpen game to beat Giants. Why more are expected this season  
 
Trying to give the rotation some extra rest, the Dodgers turn to their bullpen in a victory over the Giants.




         [image: DEL MAR, CALIFORNIA - NOVEMBER 05: Trainer Bob Baffert looks on in the winners circle.]  
    Bob Baffert could end up in Kentucky Derby if new lawsuit is successful   
 



                                       [image: ]  

            [image: LOS ANGELES, CA - APRIL 1, 2024: Shohei Othani follows through on a swing during a game against the Cardinals on Monday at Dodger Stadium on April 1, 2024 in Los Angeles, California.(Gina Ferazzi / Los Angeles Times)]  
    Shohei Ohtani focused on swing after quiet, yet productive, opening week with Dodgers  
 



         [image: LeBron James #23 of the Los Angeles Lakers dribbles the ball during the game against the Raptors on April 2, 2024 in Toronto.]  
    Lakers rout Raptors with dominant play in second half  
 



         [image: UCLA coach Deshaun Foster talks with the reporters after the program's Pro Day. ]  
    UCLA opens spring football practice with an emphasis on welcoming fans  
 






  
         LA Times Today 
   
	         [image: LA Times Today: Patt Says: California creates committee to promote happiness]  
   LA Times Today: Patt Says: California creates committee to promote happiness 
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	          ¿El mal tiempo o la ubicación le impiden ver el eclipse total de Sol? Sígalo por internet   
 
     
  

	          Taylor Swift y Travis Kelce son nominados a los Premios Webby  
 
     
  

	          Fallece a los 90 años Maryse Condé la ‘dama de las letras antillanas’  
 
     
  



  
  

               Visual Storytelling 
   
         [image: LOS ANGELES, CA - MARCH 28: nLos Angeles Dodgers third baseman Max Muncy (13) is introduced before the game against the St. Louis Cardinals in Dodgers Stadium on Thursday, March 28, 2024 in Los Angeles, CA. (Robert Gauthier / Los Angeles Times)]  
   Photos: Opening Day 2024 at Dodger Stadium  
 
 




         [image: A snowboarder flies above the lip on the Olympic-sized, 22-foot-tall half pipe at Mammoth Mountain on March 14, 2024.]  
 For Subscribers
   GoPros, gummies, reckless abandon: Why ski slopes are getting more dangerous  
 



         [image: Los Angeles, CA - March 20: Migrant Nubia Reyes daughter Marcela, 9 yawns as she wakes up to get ready for school up after spending the night in a Skid Row tent on Wednesday, March 20, 2024 in Los Angeles, CA. (Brian van der Brug / Los Angeles Times)]  
    Children on Skid Row: Four migrant families form a tenuous community  
 






  
  

               World & Nation 
   
         [image: DEIR AL BALAH, GAZA - APRIL 02: Heavily damaged vehicle of the officials working at the US-based international volunteer aid organization World Central Kitchen (WCK), who are killed, is seen after an Israeli attack on a vehicle belonging to WCK in Deir Al-Balah of Gaza on April 02, 2024. (Photo by Ashraf Amra/Anadolu via Getty Images)]  
   Grief and anger as workers with José Andrés aid kitchen killed in Israeli airstrikes in Gaza  
 
Staffers from World Central Kitchen, chef José Andrés’ humanitarian aid group trying to get food to Palestinians in Gaza, were killed in Israeli airstrikes.




         [image: FILE - President Joe Biden greets China's President President Xi Jinping at the Filoli Estate in Woodside, Calif., Nov, 15, 2023, on the sidelines of the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperative conference. Biden and Xi spoke Tuesday in their first call since their November summit in California, Chinese state media reported. (Doug Mills/The New York Times via AP, Pool, File)]  
    Biden and Xi discuss Taiwan, AI and fentanyl in a push to return to regular talks  
 



         [image: Republican presidential candidate former President Donald Trump speaks at a campaign event in Grand Rapids, Mich., Tuesday, April 2, 2024. (AP Photo/Paul Sancya)]  
    Trump escalates immigration rhetoric, accusing Biden of causing border ‘bloodbath’   
 



         [image: CIUDAD JUAREZ , MEXICO - MARCH 21: Hundreds of foreigners who camped at the border, broke the fence with their hands, sticks and different tools they had, placed blankets over the spikes and entered the United States, through the area known as Gate 36 in Ciudad Juarez, Mexico on March 21, 2024. American authorities kneeled migrants waiting to be processed. On the Mexican side, an operation is implemented by the Municipal Police and the National Migration Institute, who they remained waiting for what might happen. (Photo by Christian Torres/Anadolu via Getty Images)]  
    The standoff at Gate 36: Texas sends in the troops to block migrants from seeking asylum   
 



         [image: HONOLULU, HI - OCTOBER 22: at Kahanamoku Beach in Waikiki on the southern shore of the island of Oahu on Thursday, Oct. 22, 2020 in Honolulu, HI. Amid the ongoing Coronavirus pandemic, the State of Hawaii is trying to restart its tourism economy; October 15 was the start of a new traveler testing program, with thousands of people expected to arrive to the state. (Kent Nishimura / Los Angeles Times)]  
    The Hawaiian steel guitar changed American music. Can one man keep that tradition alive?   
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    At a Long Beach pro-democracy rally, Cambodians grapple with their country’s political past and future  
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 	         [image: Los Angeles Dodgers' Shohei Ohtani, right, and his interpreter, Ippei Mizuhara, leave after at a news conference ahead of a baseball workout at Gocheok Sky Dome in Seoul, South Korea, Saturday, March 16, 2024. Ohtani’s interpreter and close friend has been fired by the Dodgers following allegations of illegal gambling and theft from the Japanese baseball star. (AP Photo/Lee Jin-man)]  
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  	           [image: Mexicali, Mexico-June 7, 2023-This test strip show that the heroin that was used is positive for fentanyl. (A La Sala worker laid a fentanyl test strip on it. A red line soon appeared.) Most all drugs are now laced with fentanyl. A man injects heroin laced with fentanyl at a safe house in Mexicali. Most all of the heroin and meth drugs in Mexicali have traces of fentanyl, leading to a high death rate amongst addicts. Even if they wanted to avoid fentanyl, it would be impossible. (Carolyn Cole / Los Angeles Times)]  
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